A Deterministic Approach to Earthquake Prediction
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The paper aims at giving suggestions for a deterministic approach to investigate possible earthquake prediction and warning. A fundamental contribution can come by observations and physical modeling of earthquake precursors aiming at seeing in perspective the phenomenon earthquake within the framework of a unified theory able to explain the causes of its genesis, and the dynamics, rheology, and microphysics of its preparation, occurrence, postseismic relaxation, and interseismic phases. Studies based on combined ground and space observations of earthquake precursors are essential to address the issue. Unfortunately, up to now, what is lacking is the demonstration of a causal relationship (with explained physical processes and looking for a correlation) between data gathered simultaneously and continuously by space observations and ground-based measurements. In doing this, modern and/or new methods and technologies have to be adopted to try to solve the problem. Coordinated space- and ground-based observations imply available test sites on the Earth surface to correlate ground data, collected by appropriate networks of instruments, with space ones detected on board of Low-Earth-Orbit (LEO) satellites. Moreover, a new strong theoretical scientific effort is necessary to try to understand the physics of the earthquake.

1. Introduction

In our opinion, the investigation of possible earthquake prediction must be carried out on a deterministic basis. Unfortunately, at the moment, the study of the physical conditions that give rise to an earthquake and the processes that precede a seismic rupture of an ordinary event are at a very preliminary stage and, consequently, the techniques of prediction of time of origin, epicentre, and magnitude of an impending earthquake are far from being standard.

Therefore, the present level of knowledge is unable to achieve the objective of a deterministic prediction of an ordinary seismic event, but it certainly will in a more or less distant future tackle the problem with seriousness and avoiding scientifically incorrect, wasteful, and inconclusive shortcuts, as sometimes has been done. It will take long time (may be years, tens of years, or centuries) because this approach requires a great cultural, financial, and organizational effort on an international basis. It implies the need for carrying out combined ground and near-Earth space continuous observations of the so-called earthquake precursors, coseismic and postseismic phenomena, as well as the development of appropriate theoretical models able to justify the observations in order to understand the physical mechanisms underlying the earthquake preparation and occurrence. So, ground networks of instruments in the major seismic areas of the Earth and Low-Earth-orbit (LEO) multi-instrument satellites, as well as laboratory and theoretical investigations, will be necessary to address the study carried out by coordinate teams of researchers and specialists in the different scientific and technical fields of the physics of the Earth system. Probably, the pressure of act more quickly sometimes gives bad advise. An example of such behaviour has been given even on the occasion of the recent destructive seismic event occurred in Japan last March 2011 when, also inside groups of the scientific community, reckless statements were raised hinting the hypothesis (and someone has actually said) that earthquake prediction is possible, especially if it is possible there will be financial support and some kind of scientific coordination.
Remember that the 2011 March 11 05:46:23 UTC Tohoku earthquake (near the East coast of Honshu, Japan), also known as the Great East Japan Earthquake, had magnitude 9.0; location 38.322°N, 142.369°E; depth 32 km. It was the Japan’s most powerful earthquake since records began and has struck the north-east coast, triggering a massive tsunami. The Japanese National Police Agency has confirmed 15,550 deaths, 5,688 injured, and 5,344 people missing across twenty prefectures, as well as about 225,000 buildings damaged or destroyed [1].

In the face of such huge disaster, the above-mentioned claims on the earthquake prediction must be considered as regrettable. They were issued through mass media and even within a pseudoscientific context, and appearing as a kind of “scientific looting.” Such false statements can only be used to take advantage of the disaster, maybe to obtain more easily research funds or for a greater visibility within the scientific community, civil services, and authorities that need to take adequate measures for assistance and protection of the population and reconstruction of houses and infrastructures. To justify the concept of earthquake prediction, “noises” are often introduced thus confusing different concepts such as earthquake precursor, seismic hazard, earthquake warning, and earthquake forecasting. A similar disgraceful behaviour does not produce any result useful to science or to society.

This “vulnus” inside the scientific community cannot easily be healed and overcame, since mediocre minds are as able to organize themselves as brilliant ones. So, self-referential poor groups of researchers are easily formed and can also permeate international peer-review systems.

But any honest scientist knows that the way to go is almost always one more long and tiring. It requires intelligence, time, perseverance, and scientific humility and honesty.

As mentioned above, a possible contribution to a deterministic earthquake prediction approach may be given by observations and physical modelling of earthquake precursors aimed at seeing, in perspective, the earthquake phenomenon within the framework of a unified theory able to explain the causes of its genesis, and the dynamics, rheology, and microphysics of its preparation, occurrence, postseismic relaxation, and interseismic phases. Unfortunately, up to now what is lacking is the demonstration of a causal relationship (with explained physical processes and looking for a correlation) between data gathered simultaneously and continuously by space observations and ground-based measurements. In doing this, modern and/or new methods and technologies have to be adopted to try to solve the problem.

Within this framework, a few projects and experiments have been carried out on the subject by our team and accompanied by specific theoretical interpretations. They are reported in the paper. As an introduction and justification to these studies and also to avoid confusion, we try to clarify some basic concepts on the matter, critical and methodological aspects concerning deterministic and statistic approaches, and their use in earthquake prediction and warning.

The earthquake prediction and damage prevention methods, as well as the analysis of lithosphere-atmosphere couplings associated with the preparation of seismic events, are the introductory and basic elements of the paper. They will be discussed in this section.

1.1. Earthquake Damage Prevention and Deterministic Prediction Concepts. It is well known that earthquakes are a manifestation of significant ground rock deformation events, that is, episodic deformations of the upper and, more or less, brittle layers of the Earth's lithosphere. These can be classified as fast seismic ruptures, slow earthquakes, and subseismic events. Since the energy released during large earthquakes affects human life, the development and application of appropriate and efficient techniques to defend society from these destructive effects are necessary. At the present time, only two suitable approaches are available: damage prevention and prediction methods.

Earthquake damage prevention implies the development of methods for evaluating seismic risks in order to enable disaster assessment and techniques for use in estimating seismic risk, with the ultimate aim of reducing damage produced by earthquakes through reliable means. The prevention of damage is achievable with existing state of knowledge. In this approach, a great importance lies in the optimization of methods necessary to determine the three main factors—vulnerability, value, and hazard—which define seismic risk.

In contrast, the deterministic prediction of the time of origin, hypocentral (or epicentral) location, and magnitude of an impending earthquake is an open scientific problem. The reason for this is that such predictions are based on the detection of the so-called earthquake precursors or pre-earthquake phenomena, and the physical interpretation of these is a very complicated matter.

At this point, a few main concepts on precursor detectability must be considered. First, it must be clear that reducing “physics of the earthquake” only to the creation of fault rupture and consequent seismic wave propagation is to oversimplify the problem. In fact, it has been repeatedly observed that part of the accumulated (preseismic) elastic energy is also converted to other kind of energies (electromagnetic, acoustic, heat, etc.) and that these conversion mechanisms are probably similar to that of seismic energy. Moreover, observations during interseismic and preseismic periods indicate that large earthquakes are often preceded by signals of different natures (the so-called earthquake precursors), of which the mechanical (tilt and strain), gaseous (helium and radon), and electromagnetic ones have been demonstrated to be the most significant manifestations (see this paper and also [2]). However, the study of the physical conditions that give rise to an earthquake and of the processes that precede a seismic rupture is at a very preliminary stage and, consequently, the techniques of prediction available at the moment are below standard.

In trying to by-pass these difficulties, many investigators have likely been attracted by a statistical prediction approach based on the so-called earthquake forecasting method, that is, the probability of occurrence of an event in a given geographical location, within assigned values of magnitude and time ranges. However, even though the forecasting
methods, such as those of the M8 and CN algorithms (e.g., [3–5]) or of the acceleration deformation approach (e.g., [6]) have reached a very good level of maturity and can display a good level of importance and practical use, they overlap with the seismic hazard concept, one of the three factors used to estimate seismic risk. This could result in a possible ambiguity in the application of earthquake prediction and earthquake damage prevention approaches, which could give rise to a kind of “methodological noise” that would be capable of introducing systematic errors in the use of the two methods. We, therefore, believe that it should be better to pursue the deterministic prediction approach even if a reliable deterministic method of earthquake prediction will presumably be available only in the more distant future.

This conclusion is also confirmed by the underestimated expectation of earthquake prediction in a relatively short period of time based on the basis of seismic precursor studies carried out in the last decades. As mentioned above, the physics of earthquakes has been demonstrated to be a very complicated matter. Nevertheless, research with this aim continues with a critical view, new ideas, and thorough investigations, and the results seem to be promising. Therefore, we propose to carry out studies based on the physics of earthquake precursors, including the necessary field measurements in seismic areas and appropriate laboratory and theoretical investigations to corroborate the observations.

Progress in this area could be due not only to increased amounts and accuracy of ground field measurements, careful attention to errors in data, and improved understanding of earthquake source mechanics, but also—and possibly most importantly—to a new approach based on observations from space.

But how to reach a deterministic seismic prediction by earthquake precursors needs to be better clarified since it is considered by several authors that such an approach seems to be unadvisable because for a deterministic prediction the space localization (epicentre or hypocenter), the time of origin, and the energy or magnitude of an impending earthquake are required at the same time. A possible method on how in principle to practically predict earthquakes with precursory phenomena is proposed at the beginning of Section 3.

1.2. Seismoelectromagnetic Emissions and Couplings between Solid Earth and Near-Earth Space. A great contribution for constructing a deterministic prediction model arises by pre-earthquake (or precursory) phenomena, since they may help in understanding the physical mechanisms underlying the preparation phase of a seismic event. It has been shown that in the Earth's crust, rock microfracturing preceding a seismic rupture may cause local surface deformation fields, rock dislocations, charged particle generation and motion, electrical conductivity changes, gas emission, fluid diffusion, electrokinetic (EKE), piezomagnetic, and piezoelectric effects. It has also been proposed that charge carriers could be activated in dry rocks mainly by the increasing external stress. These mechanisms have been considered as the main sources of the so-called seismoelectromagnetic emissions (SEME) consisting of broad-band (from DC to a few tens of MHz) electromagnetic (EM) fields observed at the Earth's surface and in the near-Earth space (neutral and ionised atmosphere and magnetosphere). Electromagnetic emissions (EMEs) radiated from the Earth's surface and produced as a consequence of earthquake preparation and occurrence, or by human activities, demonstrated to propagate through the near-Earth space and to cause perturbations of electric and magnetic fields and Van Allen radiation belt particle precipitations, ionospheric variations of temperature and density of the ionic, and electronic plasma components in the topside ionosphere. These perturbations are detectable by Low-Earth-Orbit (LEO) satellites [2, 7–9].

Within this framework, natural disasters, such as earthquakes, and the impact of anthropogenic EME waves (power line harmonic radiation, VLF transmitters, HF broadcasting stations) in the near-Earth space can also be considered as coupling elements of the lithosphere-atmosphere-ionosphere-magnetosphere interactions. All above mentioned suggests that to better investigate the phenomenon earthquake, simultaneous and coordinated space and ground-based observations in seismic areas have to be carried out. The main problem in this studies is to reconcile near-Earth space perturbations only with the propagation of SEME-waves through the atmosphere and magnetosphere, filtering from the data the impact of atmospheric EME waves during thunderstorm activity, and effects of sun and cosmic rays in the geomagnetic cavity.

Space observations are being performed or are going to be carried out, in the ionosphere-magnetosphere transition region, and a few satellite missions (Demeter, QuakeSat, Sich-1 M, Compass-1/2, Esperia, Egle, Arina,Ausonia, etc.) have already been carried out and/or are proposed from 2001 until the present [2,10–15].

The basic premise is that observations of different ground and space seismic precursors as well as laboratory experiments on rocks and the development of theoretical models, all of which aimed at placing the phenomenon “earthquake” within the framework of a unified theory, would be able to explain the causes of its genesis, and the dynamics, rheology, and microphysics of its preparation, occurrence, postseismic relaxation and interseismic phases. The physical system to be considered includes solid Earth and nearEarth space with related couplings and perturbations. Also, it is hoped that a better scientific coordination on an international basis between diverse teams of researchers would smooth out and integrate different methodological approaches relatively to each other for a better use of the different competences, instruments, and databases. Up to now what is lacking is the demonstration of a causal relationship with explained physical processes and looking for a correlation between data gathered simultaneously and continuously by space observations and ground-based measurements. That is why we believe that the best approach is to plan and design coordinated and simultaneous ground-based measurements (carried out by appropriate networks of instruments in available test sites on the Earth surface) to be correlated with multiparametric space observations onboard satellites,
together with the development of appropriate methods of data analysis and theoretical modeling. To this end, we have installed the TELLUS tilt network in the seismic area of the Central Apennines of Italy. This network will, in the near future, also include magnetometers and specific devices to detect electric field. Results obtained by the TELLUS network have been reported [16]. Within the framework of a guest investigation programme we have studied data collected in the topside ionosphere by the DEMETER microsatellite, proposed a specific LEO satellite project (ESPERIA) and built and tested in space two ESPERIA instruments (the EGLE magnetometer and ARINA particle detector). At the same time, we also have made first attempts to develop a theoretical model of the genesis and propagation of preearthquake electromagnetic emissions in the lithosphere and near-Earth space [7, 15, 17–19].

In 2007, after an IUGG resolution in support of ESPERIA (2007 IUGG resolution number 5) for an ionospheric space mission, we submitted to the Italian Space Agency (ASI) a new space project (AUSONIA), with more large scientific objectives than those of ESPERIA. AUSONIA includes the monitoring and mapping of the ionosphere and of the Earth magnetic field and also the study of tenuous transient emissions [14]. Then, AUSONIA can investigate both perturbative and steady-state phenomena.

Next two sections will clarify basic concepts concerning hypocentral focal zone and epicentral precursory area (Section 2) and refer to reliable results reported in literature about earthquake precursors (Section 3) and their possible use as seismic predictors. The following Sections 4–5 report the ESPERIA and AUSONIA space mission projects and the description and testing of the first ESPERIA and AUSONIA instruments: the EGLE magnetometer and ARINA particle detector.

2. Hypocentral Preparation Focal Zone and Epicentral Precursory Area

The most familiar brittle lithospheric deformation event is defined as ordinary earthquake, that is, a deformation, fracture, structure, and phase transformation phenomenon, which releases suddenly a large amount of the elastic energy stored in the medium and is accompanied by a substantial fraction of energy radiated as elastic (seismic) waves. Seismic wave energy is a certain part (from about 1 to 10%) of total (radiated and not radiated) energy, and it is usually assumed as an estimate of the total energy of the earthquake. Moderate and strong earthquakes, with magnitude from 5.0 to 9.0, have energy and seismic moment [20] approximately in the range $10^{22}$–$10^{18}$ J and $10^{16}$–$10^{22}$ Nm, respectively, as given by the following well-known relationships (in cgs units) between energy ($E$), scalar seismic moment ($M_0$), and surface earthquake magnitude ($M_s$):

$$\log E = 11.8 + 1.5M_s,$$

$$\log M_0 = 1.5M_s + 16.1.$$  

But reducing “physics of the earthquake” only to the creation of fault rupture and consequent seismic wave radiation is to oversimplify the problem. It has been repeatedly observed that part of the accumulated preseismic elastic energy is also converted to other kind of energies (electromagnetic and acoustic ones, heat, etc.) and these (yet unknown) conversion mechanisms are probably similar as that to seismic energy. The understanding of such preseismic processes is fundamental to plan and design earthquake prediction techniques on a deterministic basis, that is, based on the so-called seismo-associated phenomena or earthquake precursors. The latter are phenomena of different types (seismic and nonseismic ones) accompanying the characteristic deformation of rocks during earthquake preparation time or preseismic period, and associated with changes in physical conditions in the so-called preparation focal zone (volume) as defined by standard dilatancy-diffusion and crack-avalanche “dilatancy” models [21–23].

Until now, no exhaustive physical models have been proposed and accepted by the scientific community to be used for a deterministic earthquake prediction approach. What is known on the topic is that in the time interval preceding a seismic fracture, stress and strain energy are accumulated in a fault asperity. Most of investigators consider reasonable to assume this increasing and concentrating stress at depth as a cause of the anelastic volumetric increase (dilatancy) of a relatively small portion of rock, and consequent rock dislocation and microfracturing. This volume of cracked rock at depth (preparation focal zone) is considered as a primary local source of precursor signals. These signals propagating in the surrounding medium allow the earthquake precursors to be observed in a finite region of the Earth's surface (precursor area). Then, in principle earthquake precursors can be used to indicate the impending occurrence of a seismic event. Characteristic sizes of the preparation focal zone and of the precursor area have been estimated by Dobrovolsky et al. [24, 25]. They found the volume ($V$) of soft inclusion (cracked rock) at depth in the lithosphere versus magnitude ($M$), is described as follows:

$$V_{\text{max}} = 10^{1.24}M^{–4.47} \text{ km}^3,$$  

which for a spherical volume of radius ($r$) gives:

$$r = 10^{0.414M–1.696} \text{ km}.$$  

The dimension of the precursor region at the earth surface is defined [24] by the radius ($R$) of the Earth's surface area where preseismic strain changes exceed tidal strains ($\approx 10^{-8}$), as follows

$$R = 10^{0.43M} \text{ km}.$$  

Relationships between preseismic strain ($\epsilon$), magnitude $M$, and distance $R$ are

$$\epsilon = \frac{10^{1.5M–9.18}}{R^3} \quad \text{for } M < 5.0,$$

$$\epsilon = \frac{10^{1.3M–8.19}}{R^3} \quad \text{for } M \geq 5.0.$$  

For comparison, we report in Table 1 the characteristic dimensions of the preparation focal zone at depth (i.e., the
source of earthquake precursors) with those of the precursor region at the Earth’s surface. Data are obtained for $4.0 \leq M \leq 7.0$ events, in the simple case of a preparation focal area modelled by a spherical volume ($V$) and in presence of a homogeneous medium.

It can be seen that by basing on the model by Dobrovolsky et al. [24] characteristic sizes of preparation focal area at depth are relatively small (from a few hundred meters to a few ten of kilometres) when compared with those of the precursor region at the Earth’s surface (from a few tens of kilometres to about one thousand of kilometres).

We stress that this result is only valid for local deformation (tilt and strain) and for a homogeneous Earth’s crust containing a soft inclusion simulating the rheological behaviour of a preseismic dilatants volume of cracked rock. When a more realistic and complicated geometry and structure is assumed for the Earth’s crust in a seismic region and/or when other kinds of earthquake precursors than mechanical ones are considered (for instance electric and magnetic fields), a new general and more specific physical model must be proposed to determine the above-mentioned $r$ and $R$ sizes of the preparation focal zone and precursor area. In particular, the presence of discrete geodynamic structures (crustal blocks) in seismic regions (see, [16, 26]) implies that a preseismic deformation (tilt and strain) field may propagate at different distances and velocities in the different directions from the preparation focal area. This anisotropic space and time distribution of the preseismic deformation field mainly depends on dimensions, geometry, structure, and rheology of crustal blocks and their transition zones [7, 17].

Finally, empirical semilogarithmic relationships have also been proposed by several authors between magnitude $M$ of an impending earthquake and precur- sory time $\Delta T$ (interval between the onset time of a precursor signal and the time origin of the earthquake). One of such relationships proposed by Rikitake [27] is

$$\log \Delta T = 0.76M - 1.83.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Concerning nonmechanical earthquake precursors, a model of preseismic electromagnetic emissions is in preparation, which first results have been reported in international meetings [7, 12, 28].

### 3. More Reliable Ground and Space Earthquake Precursors

In general, earthquake precursors can be divided in the two classes of so-called seismic and nonseismic phenomena. In the class of seismic phenomena are included seismic gap, decreasing (seismic quiescence) and increasing background seismicity, and change in the seismic wave velocity. The list of nonseismic phenomena includes numerous earthquake precursors of very different types as phenomena directly reconciled with local deformations (ground elevations and tilts, strains in rock, water levels in wells, etc.) or of other kind as electric and magnetic fields, EM emissions, electric resistivity in rock, acoustic emissions, gas exhalations (mainly radon and helium), and so forth. The time scale of an earthquake prediction attempt is by convention generally classified as short term ($\approx$hour–days), long-term ($\approx$years–decades), intermediate-term ($\approx$weeks–years), according to the expected time interval to the earthquake (precursor time). Really, only short-term and intermediate term time scales can be considered for a true deterministic earthquake prediction methods, since long-term one, in practice, can be identified with the seismic assessment of the seismic hazard of a given zone and, then, associated with the statistical probability for the occurrence of large earthquakes.

### 3.1. A Possible First Empirical Approach to Deterministic Earthquake Prediction Based on Precursory Phenomena

A deterministic earthquake prediction method based on precursory phenomena has not yet been proposed. At this purpose, the combination of simultaneous and continuous observations of mechanical medium-term precursors and electromagnetic short-term ones in selected seismic test areas could be of particular importance in determining, within the time interval of the short-term precursory time (hour–days), the epicentre, the magnitude and time of occurrence of an impending earthquake.

In principle, as a first empirical approach, a possible method could be to combine the most reliable medium-term and short-term earthquake precursors, as follows.

(a) First Warning/Alert. One could imagine using the onset times of the anomalous medium-term (weeks-months) tilt and strain signals recorded by the multi-instrument network working in the seismic test area as a first-time warning.

(b) Second (Final) Warning/Alert. A second (final) time warning could be associated with the onset times of the first anomalous short-term (hour–days) electromagnetic signals pointed out by the same instrumental network. Then, the uncertainty in the estimate of time origin of the event will be ranging from $\sim$1 hour to days.

(c) Epicenter/Hypocenter. An estimate of the future epicenter could be attempted by the time shifts between the onset times of the different medium–term anomalous mechanical signals observed by the instrumental network and on the basis of the velocity of propagation of the preseismic deformation front through the crust block structures of the observed test area. This velocity is calculated to be of the order of 1 cm/s [16, 29–31]. But this value must be determined for each test area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$M$</th>
<th>$r$ (km)</th>
<th>$R$ (km)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td>1023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Sizes of earthquake preparation zone ($r$) and precursor region ($R$) for $4.0 \leq M \leq 7.0$. 
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Figure 1: Original figure from the paper by Sgrigna and Malvezzi [16]. Fault creep events recorded during the year 1997 at the GRS (plot (a)), AQU (plot (b)), PES (plot (c)), STI (plot (d)) tilt sites, before the Sept 26, 1997 Umbria-Marches earthquakes (M = 5.7; 6.0). Plot (e) shows selected earthquakes (e equal/greater than 10^-8). A vertical bar marks a single event M4.4 occurred on May 12; two adjacent shadow and black rectangles of arbitrary amplitude represent two time intervals characterized by the occurrence of a preseismic swarm (lasting a few weeks with a peak event M4.4 on September 3), and of several thousands of aftershocks recorded in the following months, respectively. The two main shocks M5.7; 6.0 of September 26 occurred in the time interval between those marked by shadow and black areas. Plot (f) is the cumulative energy released by earthquakes in 1997.

(d) Magnitude. Finally, the magnitude could be roughly estimated on the basis of the empirical relationships between magnitude and precursory time (e.g., (6) in Section 2) by the time shifts between the onset times of all the couple of medium-term and short-term signals observed at each site of the instrumental network. The use of amplitudes of such signals to calculate the magnitude appear to be more questionable since some spatial differential amplification effects site effects are observed in the different sites (then, in the different blocks) where instruments are located. An example of such site effect can be observed in Figure 1.

But before applying, any deterministic method of prediction quantitative specific physical models, unavailable at moment, must be proposed for each test area in order to describe the geodynamics and rheology of crustal blocks and relative transition zones, as well as the physical mechanisms underlying the mechanical and electromagnetic preseismic sources. In particular, to justify the observations is necessary to model the shape, onset times, and durations of precursory signals, thus, reconciling them with the preseismic source behaviour and characteristics (space localization, dimensions, geometry, space orientation, rock yielding conditions, and catastrophic rupture mechanisms).

Only at this stage, an exhaustive and general physical interpretation of such precursors could be of help in reducing the uncertainty (physical error) in the estimation of the epicentral position, magnitude, and time of origin of an impending earthquake, then in contributing to define an acceptable deterministic earthquake prediction.

Up to now, there have been systematic observations of mechanical intermediate-term and electromagnetic short-term precursors, which have been shown to be more suitable for the above-mentioned future applications. To give an idea (though not exhaustive) of the state-of-the-art in the topic, the main results are presented here for ground and space observations and divided into intermediate-term and short-term precursors, respectively. A significant ground intermediate-term mechanical precursor is shown in Section 3.2 and a summary, even not exhaustive, of the principal characteristics of ground and space short-term SEME precursors is reported in sub-Section 3.3 (Tables 2 and 3).

3.2. Ground Creep-Related Intermediate-Term Precursors. A number of interesting results concerning anomalous surface tilt variations observed in local seismic regions during earthquake preparation have been reported over the years. They include the observation and modeling of creep-related tilt perturbations [16, 31, 32], precursory tilts detected before local and teleseismic earthquakes [29, 33], coseismic and postseismic tilts [34, 35]. These anomalies are easily detectable by tiltmeters [16, 31, 36–38] and considered by many authors [17, 29, 31, 33, 39–43] to be intermediate-term earthquake precursors. The transmission of substantial stress over large distances has been debated [7, 16, 44].

Continuous hourly ground tilt data collected by the TELLUS tiltmeter network from 1981 to the present in the seismic region of the Central Apennines of Italy
Table 2: A summary of ground-based short-term (hour-days) SEME precursors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observations</th>
<th>Modeling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stress applied effects to rocks containing piezoelectric materials [64–67].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rocks become a source of highly mobile electric carriers that increase electric conductivity and propagate through the rock as a charge cloud [84].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E field changes and gas emissions by rock microfracturing [31, 85, 86].</td>
<td>Number and dimensions of microcracks and redistribution of pore fluids.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Motion of saline pore fluids and formation of intergranular water film [55, 86].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-frequency SEME Laboratory investigations about conversion of accumulated preseismic elastic energy to EM energy [87].</td>
<td>Rock as “igneous rock battery” due to the activation of positive hole charge carriers by stress. Dislocation movement leading to bond breaking of Si–OO–Si peroxy links [87].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical and EM signals from laboratory to geophysical scale [88].</td>
<td>First attempts to justify effects of applied stress on rocks [88].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

has systematically provided evidence of intermediate-term-earthquake tilt precursors [16]. An example of creep-related intermediate-term tilt precursors detected by the TELLUS network has been pointed out by Sgrigna and Malvezzi [16] on the occasion of the Umbria-Marches seismic sequence with two main shocks (M = 5.7 and 6.0) with epicentres very close one each other (about 3 km) occurred on September 26, 1997, at 00:33 and 9:40 UTC, respectively. Figure 1 is the original figure taken from the paper by Sgrigna and Malvezzi [16] to which we invite to refer for the description of geodynamics of local crustal block system, characteristics of seismicity, and selection criteria for earthquakes and residual tilt signals.

The main features of the intermediate-term preseismic tilts reported in Figure 1 may be summarized as follows (Figure 1)

1. Raw tilt data, filtered by meteorological and secular tectonic effects, revealed intermediate-term preseismic tilts with a shape, amplitude, and time duration similar to those already obtained in the same area [16, 31, 42, 43].

2. Tilt signals were shifted in time relative to each other, indicating a possible propagation of the preseismic strain field from the preparation focal area to the tilt sites, through the rigid blocks of the region [26, 45] separated by inclined transition zones, filled by fault viscoelastic material [16, 29, 39, 46].

3. A characteristic so-called site effect is evident in the signal amplification observed at the AQU tilt site when comparing amplitudes of this signal with those recorded at GRS and PES.

Table 3: A summary of space-based short-term (hour-days) SEME precursors. Symbol ⇒ means then.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observations</th>
<th>Modeling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ionospheric plasma temperature and density changes TEC. Decrease at the ionospheric F2 peak f0F2 [110–112].</td>
<td>ULF-ELF SEME-waves-Ionospheric plasma interaction mechanisms [71, 103, 113, 114].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEME-waves. Van Allen radiation belt particle precipitation. PBs (Particle Bursts) [8, 18, 48–50, 53, 115–118].</td>
<td>Alfvén-wave radiation (from DC to some hundred Hz) propagates along the geomagnetic field lines ⇒ Resonant wave-particle interaction at the radiation belt boundary with trapped electrons and protons from a few MeV to several tens of MeV ⇒ Particle precipitation as a result of pitch angle diffusion [7, 8, 50, 51, 92, 119].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ULF SEME-waves and VLF SEME-waves from Satellite Intercosmos-24 [89].</td>
<td>ULF emissions of 0.2 nT penetrate through the ionosphere ⇒ cyclotron interaction with protons of 0.5–5 MeV near the magnetic equatorial plane ⇒ Proton distribution function becomes unstable for the Cherenkov VLF radiation of 0.1–20 kHz [119].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplitude and phase variations of radio-signal propagating in the earth-ionosphere wave guide). Disturbances in Omega and Loran VLF radio-waves propagation [120–122].</td>
<td>Abnormal ionisation in the lower ionosphere [121].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-term electric field strength attenuation of the Radio Monte Carlo (RMC) LF radio-signal [26].</td>
<td>Tropospheric radio defocusing mechanisms [26].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmospheric anomalies caused by VHF SEME-waves [123].</td>
<td>Significant enhancement of VHF EM-waves beyond line-of-sight [123].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(4) Experimental values for the velocity of propagation are in agreement with previous results.

(5) The intermediate-term preseismic tilts have been interpreted as viscoelastic creep strains in the fault material, due to the propagation of stress-strain fields from the dilatant focal area to the observation sites.

(6) One-dimensional and two-dimensional numerical models have been proposed to justify qualitatively the main features (tilt anomaly shape and onset time delay and decay of anomaly amplitude with distance from the earthquake preparation zone) of the preseismic ground tilt behaviour [17, 26, 30]. Horizontal movements of rigid crustal blocks were also considered by Gabrielov et al. [47].

3.3. Ground and Space Short-Term Seismo-Associated EME Signals. Studies of seismoelectromagnetic emissions (SEME) have been developed for a few decades both at the Earth’s surface and in the near-Earth space (atmosphere, ionosphere, and magnetosphere).

In recent years, interest has been increasing in the SEME signals consisting of a broad band (from approximately DC to a few tens of MHz) EM fields generated and transmitted by seismic sources into the near Earth’s space before, during and after an earthquake. SEME characteristics and detectability as well as the effects they provoke in space (ionospheric and magnetospheric perturbations), have a very interesting and promising nature as a short-term earthquake predictor.

Several significant ground and space observations and modelling of such precursors are summarized in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

Note that in the case of very shallow and strong earthquakes, when the size of the preparation focal zone is greater than the hypocentral depth (see relations (4) and (5)), also the higher frequency content of DC-HF SEME radiation could be transmitted from the Earth’s surface to the near space.

Concerning radiation belt particle precipitation most preseismic PBs have been collected by satellites near the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) at altitudes generally between about 400 and 1200 km [48–50]. Moreover, the lower limit of the portion of the ionosphere-magnetosphere transition zone (i.e., the altitude where preseismic EME-waves may be captured in the geomagnetic field lines and, then, propagate up to the inner radiation belt) has been estimated from PBs space observations and resulted to be around 300–500 km [8, 51]. Besides, the lifetime of the longitudinal drift of PBs is determined by the particle loss rate during particle interaction with the residual atmosphere of the Earth. A lifetime of the order of several tens of minutes is obtained for electrons and protons of several tens of MeV [52]. During this time, particles may drift longitudinally around the Earth along the L-shell corresponding to the EME ground source location [50, 53].

This is a crucial factor for a possible use of preseismic PBs as an earthquake predictor since the longitudinal drift makes the PB detection possible by particle detectors installed on board satellites.

Another important factor is the opposite drift direction of positive- and negative-charged particles, which in principle could allow the location of EME wave-particle interaction zone (i.e., the PBs space source location) to be identified.

Nevertheless, there is still an open debate on the mechanism to be invoked in order to justify the phenomenology under study and, in particular, whether the very low amplitude ULF/ELF EM waves may reach the inner Van Allen radiation belt and cause the above-mentioned coupling phenomena. In fact, the electric and magnetic components of these EME-waves are estimated to be of only some fraction of mV/m(Hz)1/2 and of some fraction of nT/(Hz)1/2 or less, respectively [54]. A qualitative representation of the space phenomenology is presented in Figure 2.

4. The AUSONIA “Space Scientific Platform”

After a first satellite project named ESPERIA (Earthquake investigations by Satellite and Physics of the Environment Related to the Ionosphere and Atmosphere) was planned and designed for the Italian Space Agency (ASI) with objectives to only detect seismic precursors, a second more complete satellite project named AUSONIA was proposed with aim at also studying other phenomena of the near-Earth space accompanying those associated with seismic events and which may interact with precursor signals. For a correct approach to an earthquake precursors study, all these signals must be recognized, isolated, and filtered from the data. A detailed technical description of the ESPERIA space mission concept can be found in the ASI Phase A Report [12] and in Sgigna et al. 2008.

AUSONIA (Advanced mUlti-Instrument Satellite for a combined Observation of magNetosphere, Ionosphere, Atmosphere, and associated phenomena) is an Italian space project proposal submitted to the Italian Space Agency (ASI) within an ASI AO for earth observation [14]. AUSONIA was planned and designed by an Italian Consortium led by the Roma Tre University of Rome (Vittorio Sgigna, Principal Investigator).

The aim of the AUSONIA project is to design and construct a small space platform planned with a multi-instrument payload and a LEO mini-satellite mainly concerned with the monitoring and mapping of the ionosphere-magnetosphere transition region. The scientific program is based on coordinated, continuous, and simultaneous space and ground-based observations, and on mutual data comparison with other missions of similar quality.

AUSONIA was proposed after the IUGG resolution in support of ESPERIA (2007 IUGG resolution N.5) (http://www.iugg.org/resolutions/), which welcomes the planning of several nations to launch ionospheric monitoring satellite missions. As mentioned above AUSONIA includes both the study of perturbative phenomena in the topside ionosphere (already planned for ESPERIA) and the field mapping of the same region to give a contribution in defining the IGRF and IRI models.
4.1. AUSONIA Scientific Aims. Scientific and methodological aspects of the AUSONIA space project are reported in Table 4.

4.2. Experiments Planned on Board the AUSONIA Satellite. On the AUSONIA satellite are planned five experiments, MAGIA, ELECTRA, LUCE, CIELO, and TERRA. They are devoted to monitor geomagnetic field, plasma, and particle environment in the ionosphere-magnetosphere transition zone as well as to study optical/UV and X/gamma emissions induced by tropospheric activity. The MAGIA (MAGnetic Instrument Array) experiment is constituted by a scalar, a fluxgate, and a 3-axes search-coil magnetometers to detect stationary, lower-frequency and higher-frequency magnetic field. The magnetometers are installed on the tips of two deployable booms (Boom_M_Right and Left, each one 5 meters long from the satellite spacecraft) to reduce the electromagnetic interference from the satellite equipments. The ELECTRA (ELECTRic field Analyser) experiment consists of 4 electric preamplified probes, each one installed on the tips of 4 meters deployable booms (4 meters long, called ELECTRA_Zenith, TAN, Right, Left) to allow to measure the 3 electric field components in the frequency range from about DC up to about 10 MHz). The MAGIA and ELECTRA sensors can highlight the correlation with lightnings and reconstruct the dynamics of the electromagnetic atmosphere-ionosphere. These measurements are also essential to study the LEP (lightning-induced electron precipitation) and all the phenomena of disturbance of the Van Allen belt-induced storms, in the AUSONIA project are included optical and UV detectors devoted to the observation of TLEs with high spatial and temporal resolution in specific frequency bands. Measurements are taken with video cameras and photometers with the hope of reconciling the need for high capture rate with the high-resolution image. The optical-UV for these observations are concentrated in the experiment LUCE in two separate blocks oriented to nadir and to limb, respectively. Each block consists of 2 cameras with filters optimized for the shooting of red sprites (VID1) and lightning (VID2), respectively, and 4 photometers (PH1, 2,3,4) for UV-visible measurements. The main characteristics of the LUCE experiment are summarized in Table 5. The precipitation of particles of the Van Allen belts was observed by several satellite missions, but many questions need an answer about the temporal and spatial stability of the Van Allen belts and the dynamics of interaction disturbances associated with magnetic storms, the electromagnetic emissions of tropospheric origin, the EM emissions of anthropogenic origin, and so forth. Other themes of topical scientific interest are the X and gamma emissions from the troposphere (TGF). They represent a background for satellite missions such as AGILE designed to explore gamma bursts from the sky. To study of these phenomena, the TERRA detector is designed to be installed on board the AUSONIA satellite. The experiment consists of two identical modules: TERRA_Nadir and TERRA_Tan oriented to Nadir and in the opposite the speed of the satellite, respectively. X- and gamma-ray detectors will be constantly active during the optical and EM measurements to allow to investigate the characteristics and origin of the TGF and their correlation with TLE. TERRA aims at revealing X- and gamma-ray bursts (TGF) from the Earth’s troposphere. This to map TGF phenomena, to measure the X-ray spectrum observed range and determine the mechanisms that generate them, to observe the precipitation of
particles from the Van Allen belts induced magnetic storms, tropospheric phenomena, seismoelectromagnetic emissions and emissions from anthropogenic EM, to measure range, direction, and temporal variation of the flow of precipitating charged particle, to reveal the runaway electrons, to study the interactions between whistler waves and trapped particles, to generate a trigger signal upon detection of a TGF and enable the acquisition of other experiments such as LUCE, to gather information on the length, height, changes in TGF, and to acquire a statistically significant amount of TGF events as a function of local time, geomagnetic conditions, and so forth.

Figure 3 illustrates the general satellite layout.

Planned experiments and instruments and their positioning on board the AURONIA satellite are reported in Table 5.

4.3. Mission Characteristics. At this overpreliminary step, the final parameters have not yet been completely defined. In Table 6, values are given for a MITA platform solution and a sun-synchronous orbit. The satellite orbit altitude has been chosen to optimise observations at the sunrise-sunset local time for a better identification of seismo-induced ionospheric disturbances. In fact, as reported by Molchanov and Hayakawa [55, 56] and Chuo et al. [57], an increase in the sporadic E-layer critical frequency at the terminator time (sunrise and sunset) is observed within 5 days before the earthquake that determines a corresponding increase in the D-layer electron density and a variation of the VLF propagation at the terminator time. Should AUSONIA be installed on board of another spacecraft, budgets, volume, orbit inclination, and altitude can be changed accordingly.

4.4. Comparisons between AUSONIA and Other Missions. In Table 7, the AUSONIA payload is compared with that of others missions of similar quality. It appears evident the AUSONIA capability in carrying out multiparametric measurements, as well as its character of “small scientific platform” for earth observation.

5. The EGLE and ARINA Space Experiments

A few ESPERIA instruments (such as the particle detectors LAZIO and ARINA, and the search-coil magnetometer EGLE) have been built and tested in space [15, 19, 58]. EGLE was a technological demonstrator installed on board the International Space Station (ISS) on April 15, 2005, within the LAZIO-EGLE experiment of the ENEIDE mission, which has been coordinated by the European Space Agency (ESA).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Module/Code</th>
<th>Probe/Instrument</th>
<th>Positioning/Pointing mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Geomagnetic measurements</td>
<td>MAGIA (MAGnetic Instrument array)</td>
<td>MAGIA_Scalar</td>
<td>Boom_M_Right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MAGIA_Flux-Gate</td>
<td>Boom_M_Right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MAGIA_Search-Coil</td>
<td>Boom_M_Right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Scalar magnetometer</td>
<td>Boom_M_Right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Flux-gate Magnetometer</td>
<td>Boom_M_Right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Search-coil Magnetometer</td>
<td>Boom_M_Right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electromagnetic measurements</td>
<td>ELECTRA (ELECTRic field analyser)</td>
<td>ELECTRA_Zenith</td>
<td>Boom_E_Zenith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ELECTRA_Tan</td>
<td>Boom_E_Tan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ELECTRA_DX</td>
<td>Boom_E_DX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ELECTRA_SX</td>
<td>Boom_E_SX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Electric probe</td>
<td>Boom_E_Zenith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Electric probe</td>
<td>Boom_E_Tan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Electric probe</td>
<td>Boom_E_DX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Electric probe</td>
<td>Boom_E_SX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultraviolet and Optical measurements</td>
<td>LUCE (transient LUminous emissions combined experiment)</td>
<td>LUCE_Nadir_VID1</td>
<td>Nadir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LUCE_Nadir_VID2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LUCE_Nadir_PH1,2,3,4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LUCE_Limb_VID1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LUCE_Limb_VID2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LUCE_Limb_PH1,2,3,4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Video-camera sprite</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Video-camera lightining</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Photometer 1,2,3,4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Video-camera sprite</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Video-camera lightining</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Photometer 1,2,3,4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma measurements</td>
<td>CIELO (Combined ionospheric experiment in low earth orbit)</td>
<td>CIELO_GPS</td>
<td>Zenith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CIELO_GPS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CIELO_GPS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CIELO_GPS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LP, RPA, plasma driftmeter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Along the same direction of the satellite velocity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-energy particles and X-gamma rays measurements</td>
<td>TERRA (circumTerrestrial high-energy particle and X-gamma ray analyser)</td>
<td>TERRA_Nadir</td>
<td>Nadir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TERRA_Nadir</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High-energy particles and X-gamma rays detector</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TERRA_Tan</td>
<td>In the opposite direction to the satellite velocity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6: AUSONIA satellite mission characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Orbit</strong></td>
<td>Sun-synchronous circular orbit 98° inclination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Altitude between 600 to 800 km (TBD). See also notes after Table 3 in Section 3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Revisit time: ≤24 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Budgets</strong></td>
<td>Power satellite total: ~270 W (Payload total: 120 W; platform total: 150 W) (TBD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P/L data: ~306 kbps (36.5 Gbit of daily data, margin included) (TBD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Payload mass: ~120 kg (TBD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Attitude orbit control system</strong></td>
<td>Attitude determination: 0.001° (TBD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Attitude Accuracy (3 axes): 0.1° (TBD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 reaction wheels, 3 magnetic coils, 2 star trackers, 3 gyroscopes, GPS receivers, three-axis magnetometer, 10 sun sensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spacecraft</strong></td>
<td>Platform MITA or other platform of similar quality (TBD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nadir pointing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thrusters applied to the platform (constant altitude and/or possible orbit changes) (TBD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mission duration</strong></td>
<td>3 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: AUSONIA instrument payload compared with that of other missions of similar quality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AUSONIA</th>
<th>SWARM</th>
<th>TARANIS</th>
<th>DEMETER</th>
<th>FORMOSAT-2</th>
<th>ASIM (ISS)</th>
<th>VARIANT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scalar magnetometer</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flux-gate magnetometer</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search-coil magnetometer</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric Probes</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Langmuir probe</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma driftmeter</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical-UV Detector</td>
<td>Nadir</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limb</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>≠</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle Detectors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nadir</td>
<td>Charged particles</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Low energy)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X/y</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Low energy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limb</td>
<td>Charged particles</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Low energy)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X/y</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Low energy)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Schematic representation of the AUSONIA satellite project.
and received contributions from the Italian National Institute of Nuclear Physics (INFN) and Regione Lazio. The launch of ARINA occurred on June 15, 2006, within the PAMELA mission. ARINA will perform particle measurements on a quasipolar orbit RESURS DK-1 Russian LEO satellite. Data from ARINA, EGLE, and TELLUS may be studied together with those collected by DEMETER, through the Demeter Guest Investigator Programme.

5.1. The EGLE Magnetic Experiment on Board the International Space Station. The main goal of the EGLE experiment was to test in space an original very broad band search-coil magnetometer and associated data acquisition system based on the 1-Wire technology. The duration of the mission was of 10 days (15 April–25 April 2005).

The characteristics of the EGLE magnetometer are also important within the ISS applications. In fact, the monitoring of the EM environment on board the ISS needs both an appropriate observation methodology and a corresponding experimental equipment design. The continuous monitoring of the EM environment on board the ISS by an advanced magnetic experiment in the ULF-HF band is important in the following areas:

(a) search of space weather conditions in equatorial, middle-latitude, and subauroral ionosphere;

(b) geophysical research of plasma-wave processes connected to solar-magnetosphere-ionosphere-atmosphere-lithosphere interactions;

(c) investigation of the possible relationships between seismic activity and ULF-VLF phenomena possibly related to earthquakes;

(d) continuous monitoring of ULF-ELF-VLF activity in the near-Earth space including ELF-VLF pollution;

(e) Monitoring of natural and man-made variations of the plasma-sphere caused by whistlers.

(f) investigation of EM background and space weather phenomena;

(g) investigation of the effects of the large ISS structure on the propagating wave-front.

The LAZIO-EGLE experiment aims at performing measurements involving:

(1) the radiation environment;

(2) the magnetic environment inside the ISS.

The experiment includes the high-precision low-frequency magnetometer EGLE (Esperia’s Geomagnetometer for a Low-frequency wave Experiment). EGLE is able to measure the intensity and variations in the magnetic field within the ISS and to correlate these measurements with those of particle fluxes. The study of these effects is important to detect electromagnetic field variations and particle pitch angle distribution of the precipitating particles. EGLE experiment is also the first test in space of a data acquisition system based on the 1-Wire technology.
Basic technical specifications of the EGLE probe MH.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency band of receiver signals</td>
<td>$0.5 \div 50,000 \text{ Hz}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape of transfer function</td>
<td>linear—flat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of output</td>
<td>Symmetrical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformation factor at both output terminals:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i) at linear part ($0.5–5 \text{ Hz}$)</td>
<td>$f \times 4 \text{ mV/(nT+Hz)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) at flat part ($5–5,000 \text{ Hz}$)</td>
<td>$20 \text{ mV/nT}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformation factor error:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i) at flat part of band pass without edges</td>
<td>$\leq \pm 0.25 \text{ dB}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) at flat part band pass edges</td>
<td>$\leq 3 \text{ dB}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic noise level, $\text{pT} \times \text{Hz}^{-1/2}$:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i) at 5 Hz</td>
<td>$\leq 0.4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) at 100 Hz</td>
<td>$\leq 0.02$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii) at 5 kHz</td>
<td>$\leq 0.004$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iv) at 50 kHz</td>
<td>$\leq 0.02$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal output load</td>
<td>$\leq 200 \text{ pF}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\geq 50 \text{ k\Omega}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power supply voltage</td>
<td>$\pm (15 \pm 0.2) \text{ V}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power consumption</td>
<td>300 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature range of operation</td>
<td>$-30^\circ \text{C} \leq +50^\circ \text{C}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer dimensions (without prominent parts)</td>
<td>$l = 400 \text{ mm}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$d = 32 \text{ mm}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of output cable</td>
<td>0.7 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>$\leq 320 \text{ g}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Frequency response and noise spectral density of the EGLE search-coil magnetometer together with technical specifications of the EGLE probe.

The EGLE magnetometer consists of (Figure 4) the following:

(i) a single axis search coil probe, the EGLE magnetometer head (MH);

(ii) an electronic interface with amplifiers, filtering, and data acquisition unit (EGLE MB box);

(iii) a 2-m long cable to connect LAZIO MEB and EGLE MB;

(iv) a 1-Wire to RS232 serial adapter on the LAZIO pc tower.

Magnetic field signals detected by the EGLE-MH probe are amplified, filtered, and recorded by the EGLE acquisition and data handling board located in the EGLE-MB box. The EGLE magnetometer magnetic field data are collected in four frequency bands (DC through to 20 Hz raw data; 0.5–40 Hz; 500 Hz–5 kHz; 20–40 kHz integrated r.m.s. data).

Gaps between these frequency ranges have been chosen to filter well-known spurious artificial signals produced inside ISS.

The advantages of using EGLE device are:

(i) high-accuracy measurements;

(ii) small dimensions and mass;
Figure 7: An example of magnetic data in the frequency band (20–40) kHz, recorded by the EGLE instrument on board the ISS during the period of the mission (15 April–25 April 2005). Superimposed to the signal is shown the latitude variation of the ISS.

Figure 8: ARINA space instrument layout.

(iii) low power consumption;
(iv) data acquisition via 1-Wire technology;
(v) a standard ISS power supply of the device.

The peculiar characteristic of the 1-Wire technology prompted us to use it in the EGLE experiment to test its possible application in satellite EM measurements where the necessity to hold magnetic sensors far from the satellite body by expanding booms is an important factor for magnetic cleanliness (see architecture of electric and magnetic probes in the ESPERIA payload). In fact, the use of 1-Wire technology can strongly reduce the numbers of wires necessary to connect many remote magnetic and electric probes (necessary in these types of investigations) with the central electronic unit located in the satellite body.

Figure 5 depicts the LAZIO-EGLE installation inside the PIRS section of the ISS. As can be seen, MEB (left), EGLE-MB (front), and EGLE-MH (right) are fixed by Velcro tags to the ISS wall. The characteristic frequency response of the EGLE probe is reported in Figure 6. An example of data recorded on board ISS is shown in Figure 7. As it can be seen, part of the ULF frequency band can also be detected by this sensor. This is an unusual characteristic for a search-coil probe and characterizes EGLE as an original broad-band magnetometer, which in a few satellite applications can allow a significant mass reduction by avoiding the use of flux-gate sensors.

5.2. The ARINA Particle Experiment on Board a LEO Satellite. The ARINA experiment consists of a proton-electron telescope to be installed on board the polar LEO Russian satellite RESURS-DK1 within the PAMELA mission. The orbit is elliptic, with an altitude ranging from 300 to 600 km and an inclination of 70.4 degree. The duration of the mission will be ≥3 years. The scientific objective of the experiment is to detect fluxes of high-energy charged particles (3 ÷ 100 MeV), from the inner radiation belt and to correlate them with seismic activity.

The main features of the ARINA instrument are reported in Figure 8. As can be seen from this figure, the instrument consists of a set of scintillation detectors C1–C12 made on the basis of polystyrene, which are viewed by photomultipliers (PMTs), the event recording system, the data acquisition and processing system (DAPS), the power supply system (PSS), and the command unit (CU). Detectors C1–C12 are functionally combined into three systems: the hodoscopic trigger system HTS (detectors C1–C3), the scintillation calorimeter SC (detectors C4–C9), and the anticoincidence system ACS (detectors C10–C12). Each of the detectors C1 and C2 consists of four strips directed perpendicularly and positioned just one under another. Detector C3 is situated below detectors C1 and C2 and has a mosaic structure (six elements). Each mosaic element is viewed by its own PMT. This type of assembly enables the angle of incident
particle to be determined. The geometry and dimensions of detectors C1–C3 define the instrument aperture and the geometric factor. The scintillation calorimeter can comprise the detector C3 in addition to another set of detectors, C4–C9. It provides the separation of the protons and electrons and enables the particle energy to be measured by the number of detectors, passed by the particle up to its stop; that is, it is used the range of the particle in the stack of detectors. The ACS consists of the detector C10 and lateral detectors C11 and C12, and it is needed to exclude the particles moving in the opposite direction (from the bottom to upward) from being recorded as well as all directions beyond the aperture.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we aimed at giving a contribution to earthquake precursor studies. At this purpose, ground and space observations and modeling have been presented together with specific space projects. In particular, we have clarified different methodological aspects on damage prevention and prediction approaches used to defend society from such destructive events as earthquakes and provided a short summary of the scientific background of ground and space observations on earthquake precursors together with relative first theoretical interpretations. Also a possible first empirical approach to deterministic earthquake prediction based on medium-term and short-term ground and space precursory phenomena has been given. The latter consists of EM emissions radiated from the Earth’s surface and their effects in the near earth space, A project for monitoring earthquakes from Space,” American Geophysical Union, vol. 83, no. 19, article S356, 2002, abstract no. T22B-10.
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